Pierced Vagicular Basalt Weight

Doughnut of Stone - maybe circular but this could be the top end of a trapezoid? Hole carved from both sides on steep angle.

14 1/4" round? 5 1/2" Diam 15 cm
Th.: 5.8 cm
PL 13.8 cm
Thickness of wall 6.2 cm
Hole 2.35 cm

Drawn by: Leaf:
K085024
CB18.071
[CB18012]  Bronze/iron Age
Deposit level: South Well
EDM: Iron Age Floor

Pierced Stone Weight

L 17.0 cm
Width 10.0 cm
Depth 8.0 cm
Weight 1900 g (3.90 Kg)
- K10 P127 Iron bowl
- K06 P027 Pedestal
- K00 P005 Wash bowl stand
- K00 P004 Bowl base w/ lid
- K00 P006 Jar handle w/ lid
- K00 P097 Sameware
- K00 P234 Iron CP
- K00 P203 Sameware w/ lid
- K00 P278 Iron CP
- K08 P125 Iron bowl
- K00 P100 Iron CP
- K08 P209 ""
- K08 P030 ""
- K08 P154 Iron krater
- K00 P230 Iron krater
- K06 P030 Iron CP
- K00 P210 ""
- K09 P153 ""
- K08 P118 ""
- K08 P117 Iron bowl
Inscribed Plate Frag.

H. joining, 1 mm joining. Body frags.

PH 5.2
PL 6.6
TH 0.7

Inscription scratched into ext. Ext not red slip (?). Ext. burnished.
Inscribed Base Frag

Single row base frag

PH 0.9

Ev. D base 5.0

Th 0.85

Ex. base inscribed "XVII"
Cookware

Single inscribed body frag
Pu 3.4
PL 2.4
Th 0.65

Ext (?) surface carved with "11"
K00 I.6
CB 39007
Loc[B839007]
for handle of rough shallow +
incised on upper face.
cmp K08 I002

[signature]
Samian Ware Bowl, Iron II

Single rim fragment

PH 4

Outer rim 11.5

Th 0.55

Very gritty dark red burnished surface (10R 4/8), highly polished dark red burnished slip in and out (10R 4/8)

// Amiran pl. 66. 10 from Hazor
Cook Pot 1 Iron II A-B

Single foot preserving rim, section of rim to beginning of lower wall.

Ph 5.2

Inv. 5 cm 25.0
Th 0.7

red brown fabric (4.5 YR 5/6), heavily flecked with grey rounded white inc, wide grey core

Iron II A-B

// Amiran pl. 75, 10

Abu Hawam
Samaria Ware Dish

Single thin rim fragment.

PH 1.4
ext. 0.1 in. N.D.
Th. 0.45

Hand, clean, light brown (5YR 4/6), fully fired. Polished red slip (10R 4/6) on interior & exterior rim. Entire horizontally exterior wall polished, burnished.

// Aniran pl. 67:12 (Hazer)
Item 10

Drawn FARA 14/06
Cocking pot, Iron I?

Single layer press fit portion circumferential run to lower wall

pH 5.7
bag D 30
Th. 9

quirty reddish brown (10R 5/8)
many sm rounded white & gray core

soffy lower wall & bottom of ren

// American p. 75.7 Hazen Iron I

Dr. Ewan Farr 13/06
Cooking pot, Iron II

Single large piece c. 1/4 circumf. rim to lower wall

p.H. 6
est.D. 25
Th. 6

Gritty, lime flecked brown fabric
(7.5YR 6.1/4), some subangular white inc., wide grey core
burned on lower wall

// Amiran pl. 75.13 fig. Flager
Iron II A-B

drawn FRM 13/06
K00 P 230
CB 4.6.041, lows [CB46016]

flaker, Iron I

single rim frag

P.H. 5.6
est D 53
Th 1.3

crusty dirty white fabric, fully fired
10 5/2 many sm+md, some lg
rounded rectangular white inc

rope decorated judge below rim

// Amiran pl. 63.1 Iron I

Frt. Beth She'lin

Drew on 14/10/26
COOKING POT, IRON I - FAR NORTH TYPE

SINGLE FRAG PRESERVING SMALL PORTION OF CIRCUMFERENCE FROM RIM TO LOWER WALL

P. H. 3.4
EST D 148.50
TH 0.6

GRITTY DULL RED (IOR 5/6)

MANY SMALL ROUND/ SUBANGULAR WHITE INCLUSIONS AND GLINTY INCUSIONS WIDE GREY CORE
SOOTY UNDER LIP OF UPPER WALL

II SASA (Stepansky, Segal, Carani 1996, Fig. 6.4) IRON I

Drawn ERU 14/86
Koop 278

WB 31.197
WB 31.297

Intro. age CP in RBG

Simple stand preserved - 1/12 circumference of run to upper wall + small parison below cementation

PH 6.6 cm EST D: 5.1 cm - 19 cm Th - 0.8 cm

Facing RBG "cook" red brown with many small to medium white + grey rounded angular inclusions burned to dot brown on lower wall fully fired

5/18 5/19

118 - all ads
Faded Lamp Profile  Iron Age ?

Single Small Hint Lower Wall Base
P.H. 2.6
P.L. 4
Th. .5

Dense dark grey fabric fully fired
Yellow-brown slip on ext 10 yrs?
Iron I bs; White with Blue & Red Stripes

- Red stripe: 10R 3/4
- Blue stripe: 10R 5/1

Single small B.S. 2 3 x 1.9

5x2.5/4 Ec Gryc

Eye - white slip 10YR 7/3

Drawn FRM 1906
Iron Cookpot Rim Frag

1 Frag preserving 1/6 circummt
Upper wall to bag of lower wall

P.H. 6.8
P.N. 25
Th .7

RBG CW LKR 4/8, many
lg white grits (mostly sm),
Some angular clear pieces, fully fired
burning on rim & bag of lower wall

Drawn from 4T/06
Iron Age LII 
RBGW lid. Iron
Hoag of sinag single nag preserv
1/16 circumference to upper wall

P.H. 0.5

ost. D. 31

Th. 1

RBGW just as K06 0070
burned from lint

drawn from 4-7-02

Track 7

K06 P071
CB26.068
Loc CB26022
Iron Age Cookpot Rim

Single and grooves 1/2 circumference from rim to jet beneath carination

PH 7.7 cm Rs. 6 cm 39 cm Th. 0.8 cm

Fabric: RB3. Coarse orange red fabric with very small to medium angular stone 1 gray volcanics + some large prismatic gray ones

2.5 YR 5/6

(~Amber 470 pp. 726-727 pl. 431-175)

See DBA 18
Iron Age Cookpot Rim

Single shard preserves small portion of rim 
and upper wall. No context.

PH-568am E3.0mM E-06 am

Section: RBG - Course red-fine fabric with very small to small angular clastics. Fully fired, traces of burnish on 2.5% 94.

/4. the usual
K08 P117
CB3.7.132/133
CB3.7.025
Iron Age Bowl - PBG

2 joining frags give complete profile
L:132 - base frag 7 turns towards conservation
L:133 - rim frag 5

H: 7.5 cm
Est. Dia: 32 cm
D Foot: 11.1 cm
Th: 0.9 cm

Fabric - PBG with wide dark grey core

Fabric - 514 K6/6 core - indistinct dark grey

1/4 Form Amor - pp 202-203 pl 64:10
pp 126-127 pl 36:14 Haza LB II A
"Crystal" CP

6 gongs including 1 rim sherd + 5 bs = to conservation.
3 joining sherd preserve 1/12 circumference
1/6 circumference upper wall + small portion of lower wall.

9:31 10.2 am Est. D run 30 cm Th= 0.79 cm

FAL 2 - Crystal card with wide red 6 cm core

FAL 4/6 core 54R 4/4

Form

G1-A from 1972<br>pl. 136-137 (pl. 42:14) + theor
Iron Age Bowl
Trim frag. preserves 1/4 circumference + upper wall + portion of small portion of lower wall

PH - 4.4 cm Est. Di. -- 17 cm Th - 0.6 cm

Fabric - Buff fabric similar to sherds, frequent tiny & small black inclusions on surface & interior, slip on rim

Fabric - 793R 7/4 Slip - 10R 4/6

Note - Basically like American 1770 (p. 202-205 pl. 64:169 J)
Iron Age Cook Pot - 2 handles nonjoin (but from samelpot)

P4 (largest section) - 9 cm. Est. 1 cm (smaller section)
~20 cm. Th - 0.7 - 0.3 cm

Fasten central cord with tracer & fastening

SYR 5/4

O1-D05-C160A 1175 pp. 32-33 fig 15:8, 16:1, 21
Iron Age Cookpot Rim on crystal cook

1 min frag.

Single small pieces - 1/10 circumference of rim

RH: 85 cm Est. D. cm: 42 cm Th: 0.6 cm

First rim: crystal cook fully fired

Museum: 972 9/6

H: Mancio 1970 pi. 75 #2 H:206 X:12 Y:16-2
Iron Age Cook Pot Rim
2 fm thin frags preserve small portion of an

PH = 7.4

False capital cheek fully scored 5/6 five broken

2.5yr 5/6

Same as K09 P154

Drawn by: Leaf:
Iron Age Pot

3 Frags. 6 joining + 2 on joining sherd pieces
11 1/2 in. overall
3 1/2 in. rim

PH: 9.77
D: 12.5 cm
M: 2.5 cm

Creamy soft orange inside + white glossy core + figured angles white

Firing 19C24 7/6 Slip 2.5YR 4/6 Core 5YR 3/4

By: Nothing in Area

Catalogued by DB C.24-10